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* View the precise size of every folder
and subfolder on your system* View
the total number of files they contain*
View all sizes of a particular folder as
a report* Load folders/directories into
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at a time)* Search for a folder in the
preview pane (1 folder at a time)*
Search for files in the preview pane
(1 file at a time)* File Tree - all files
and folders - tree view with scroll
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- all folders on the computer - tree
view (1 folder at a time)* Navigation
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tree view (you can select folders to
display)* Main window - Statistics for
your directories (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for files (1 file at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer (1
folder at a time)* Statistics for entire
computer - Recursively (1 folder at a



time)* Statistics for entire computer -
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time)* Statistics for entire computer -
Include subfolders - Recursively (1
folder at a time)* Statistics for entire
computer - Include subfolders - Depth
1 - Recursively (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -
Include subfolders - Depth 1 - Include
subfolders (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -
Include subfolders - Depth 2 -
Recursively (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -
Include subfolders - Depth 2 - Include
subfolders (1 folder at a time)*



Statistics for entire computer -
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Recursively (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -
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subfolders (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -
Include subfolders - Depth 4 -
Recursively (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -
Include subfolders - Depth 4 - Include
subfolders (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -
Include subfolders - Depth 5 -
Recursively (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -



Include subfolders - Depth 5 - Include
subfolders (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -
Include subfolders - Depth 6 -
Recursively (1 folder at a time)*
Statistics for entire computer -
Include subfolders - Depth 6 - Include
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PfFolderSize

· Meets all your eFolder needs ·



Support Auto-Run command on
Windows startup · Loads eFolder
contents as well as create additional
folders (e.g. related eFolders) ·
Compatible with Windows XP, Vista,
Win7, Win8 ·.Net version compatible ·
Advanced features · Support multiple
drives · Automatically loads files,
directories and the like (e.g. eDrive
icons) · Detects eDrive icons and
offers their properties as well as
information of the files they contain ·
Supports Thumb.db, Webdav, FTP,
HTTP, SFTP, SMB and SSH servers ·
Lets you to monitor of the available
disk space and available memory



space · Easily create and delete new
folders and subfolders · Install &
Uninstall program with simple and
easy to use interface · Compatible
with all Windows platforms · See all
files and folder properties · Allows
you to browse in the same manner as
Windows Explorer · The software can
be run in silent mode · Supports hot
keys (CTRL + SHIFT + B, CTRL +
SHIFT + P) · Many other features you
may find useful · The package
includes installation of “pfDriveIcon”
· The download file includes pre-
compiled EXE with post-install script,
that is the “install.exe” file · The



package includes a readme file, that
contains basic instructions on usage ·
The license is automatically included
and is valid for 1 year · No key
requirements The program is
freeware, ad-supported and does not
include any malware, spyware or any
form of virus. Download pfFolderSize
latest version Free Download E-Z
FCK Editor 5.0.0.20110707_ E-Z FCK
Editor is the latest release of a
popular file edition software that
enables you to edit and create the
needed customized files. The main
aim of the program is to allow you to
create various files with the highest



level of security and efficiency. Once
you have loaded the needed files into
E-Z FCK Editor, you can edit them as
you like and then save the altered
versions into the same location. The
application supports a variety of file
formats, including: · HTML · DOC ·
XLS · DOCX · XLSX · PDF · EPUB ·
RTF 2edc1e01e8



PfFolderSize Crack Serial Number Full Torrent

PfFolderSize is a reliable and
efficient software solution whose
main function is to help you view the
precise size of every folder and
subfolder on your system, as well as
the total number of files they contain.
The program is quite simple to work
with, so you no not need to have any
advanced knowledge in working with
computers in order to handle it
easily. In order to get the statistics
about a directory on your system, you
need to browse through your PC and



select the one you target, loading it
into pfFolderSize. The application will
analyze its contents and display a
tree view of all the subfolders,
including their exact dimensions in
kilobytes, the number of files they
hold and their individual size, their
name as well as the last modification
date and time. Specific items can be
deleted from the context menu. The
gathered information can be exported
to a variety of file formats, for easier
reading or for later analysis. As such,
you can save the statistics to XLS,
XLSX, CSV text file, XML, MDB or
ACCDB format, whichever you prefer.



By loading a folder into pfFolderSize,
you can view all its size-related
details, including the subdirectories',
which are not regularly shown in
Windows Explorer. This is
particularly useful in the case of large
and deep-structured folders, as it
provides you with the ability to get a
comprehensive picture of their
contents, without having to browse
through each one or access its
properties. Because the generated
statistics are exportable to a variety
of formats, you can collect the
information in just a few moves and
use it in a variety of purposes. To



conclude, pfFolderSize is a helpful
utility that enables you to get a
detailed account of your directories
and subdirectories, along with all the
files they comprise and their
individual or total size. Feature: ?
When the operation completes, it
saves the total size of the folders and
subfolders on the system in the text
file automatically. It includes the total
file count in addition to all subfolders'
and their file count. ? It can export
the generated statistics to several
types of files, including CSV, XML,
XLS, XLSX, MDB and ACCDB. ? The
program provides users with a



context menu for adding folders or
subfolders to analyze. ? It also
displays the basic information of the
selected folders and subfolders in a
table. ? It has an added option for
opening multiple folders
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What's New In?

pfFolderSize is a reliable and
efficient software solution whose
main function is to help you view the
precise size of every folder and
subfolder on your system, as well as
the total number of files they contain.
The program is quite simple to work
with, so you no not need to have any
advanced knowledge in working with
computers in order to handle it
easily. In order to get the statistics
about a directory on your system, you
need to browse through your PC and



select the one you target, loading it
into pfFolderSize. The application will
analyze its contents and display a
tree view of all the subfolders,
including their exact dimensions in
kilobytes, the number of files they
hold and their individual size, their
name as well as the last modification
date and time. Specific items can be
deleted from the context menu. The
gathered information can be exported
to a variety of file formats, for easier
reading or for later analysis. As such,
you can save the statistics to XLS,
XLSX, CSV text file, XML, MDB or
ACCDB format, whichever you prefer.



By loading a folder into pfFolderSize,
you can view all its size-related
details, including the subdirectories',
which are not regularly shown in
Windows Explorer. This is
particularly useful in the case of large
and deep-structured folders, as it
provides you with the ability to get a
comprehensive picture of their
contents, without having to browse
through each one or access its
properties. Because the generated
statistics are exportable to a variety
of formats, you can collect the
information in just a few moves and
use it in a variety of purposes. To



conclude, pfFolderSize is a helpful
utility that enables you to get a
detailed account of your directories
and subdirectories, along with all the
files they comprise and their
individual or total size. Summary:
pfFolderSize is a reliable and
efficient software solution whose
main function is to help you view the
precise size of every folder and
subfolder on your system, as well as
the total number of files they contain.
The program is quite simple to work
with, so you no not need to have any
advanced knowledge in working with
computers in order to handle it



easily. In order to get the statistics
about a directory on your system, you
need to browse through your PC and
select the one you target, loading it
into pfFolderSize. The application will
analyze its contents and display a
tree view of all the subfolders,
including their exact dimensions in
kilobytes, the number of files they
hold and their individual size, their
name as well as the last modification
date and time. Specific items can be
deleted from the context menu. The
gathered information can be exported
to a variety of file formats, for easier
reading or for later analysis. As such,



you can save the statistics to XLS,
XLSX, CSV text file, XML, MDB or
ACCDB format,



System Requirements:

Windows OS Mac OS PlayStation®4,
PS Vita Nintendo Switch™ Steam™
PS4 Pro PS4 Memory: 3.5GB VRAM:
2GB HDD space: 30GB Internet
Connection HDMI output Xbox One S
PC Steam Please note that the game
cannot be played on Xbox One X and
PS4 Pro consoles. Minimum: OS:
Windows 7 or later Processor: Intel
Pent
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